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Introduction
Covid‐19 Pandemic has had life changing impacts around the world, and the ever‐changing
nature of the virus hints that the pandemic may not end as soon as hoped [1].
Effective diagnostic and severity testing for Covid‐19 is essential. RT‐PCR, the current
gold‐standard for COVID‐19 diagnosis [1], has a high false‐negative rate and is inable to
specify the severity of the infection, which is essential to the wellbeing of patients. Knowing
the severity of COVID‐19 allows patients to better prepare and obtain relevant medical
advice: patients may require extra oxygen at hand, need to take stronger medications, be
monitored in the ER... factors that are crucial for decreasing mortality.
Creating a severity‐analysis test for Covid‐19 is a non‐trivial challenge: ideally the test must
be accurate, perform better than current medical professions, quick, and data‐driven. Luckily,
deep learning (DL) algorithms can help such a task as they analyze data in seconds and learn
intricate features of data without the need for explicit programming.
CT‐scans, 3 dimensional computer processed patching of a series of X‐rays, are a promising
for applying DL approaches for assessing COVID‐19 severity in patients. A CT‐Scan provides
invaluable insights into internal tissue/muscle visualization. In fact for Covid‐19, the data
collection properties of CT‐scans make it uniquely poised to view the presence of
ground‐glass opacities, paving patterns, and lesions, which are crucial in determining the
severity of Covid‐19 [2].
Considering these factors, we attempted to create a fully data‐driven CT‐scan based severity
assessment tool for COVID‐19.

Dataset, Preprocessing

Results

ModMedData dataset, a high‐detail dataset containing 1,110 3D chest CT images with 5 severity
levels. Vagueness of the criterion to bucket a Covid‐19 CT‐scan into these five categories is a
noticeable drawback as certain scans across classes may be extremely similar.

Hyperparameters: learning rate, 0.001; mini‐batch size, 2; dropout parameter, 0.4; of convo‐
lutional blocks, 4; normalization type, layer normalization, were determined using various tests
described in the methods section.
Metrics like accuracy, true positives, false negatives, precision, recall, F1‐scores, macro and
weighted averages. Methods for more detail.

CT scans were converted from NIfTIs to PNGs, each CT scan translating to 64 slices, resulting in
a dataset with 512x512x64 images. Pixel values were ranging from ‐1024 to 2000 before the
following preprocessing steps:
1. Followed standard normalization procedure for CT scans and clipped pixel values between
‐1000 and 400 (above 400 corresponds to bones).
2. Zoomed in and reduced images to 128x128x64.
3. Shuffled our data and split into the training, validation, and testing sets using a 70‐15‐15 split
(777‐167‐167 images).
4. Augmented our dataset using 3D rotations to improve generalization.

Methods
Background: CNN Covid-19 Advancements
Wang et al.: initial Covid‐19 CNN works; distinguishing between pneumonia and Covid‐19.
Jain et al.: examining the same dataset but with three different Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) architectures, including the Inception architecture.
Gunraj et al.: created COVID‐Net: CT scans for determining whether patients have Covid‐19.
Sahlol et al.: begins to drift away from a pure CNN approach, combining a CNN framework
with a swarm‐based feature selection approach on the same problem.
He et al.: self‐supervising transfer learning for Covid‐19 diagonsis to lessen overfitting.
Zhang et al.: dual pipeline of image segmentation and then classification NN to predict
whether the patient has Covid‐19.
Aswathy et al.: residual U‐Net model for severity assessment on 2 dimensional CT data.
Yazan et al., Feng et al.: both use a mix of encoder‐decoder methods to extract lesions.
Lessmann et al.: utilized several pre‐trained CNNs to assign severity scores on 2D CT data.
Wu et al.: ensembling techniques like random forests to take pre‐existing image features
clinical biomarkers to predict patient severity. Some prominent works within this domain have
created a hierarchy of important features.

Environmental Constraints: 64 128x128 images for each of the 1110 CT Scans. Could only train
our models with a batch size of 2/4 and had use smaller self‐designed architectures instead of
ResNet, EfficientNet, etc. Had to start model architecture from scratch as we had 3D scan input.

Conclusions, Future Work
Our work attempted to design a novel end‐to‐end 3D convolution pipeline for automatically
assessing the severity of COVID‐19 from lung CT scans. Given our small dataset size and large
input image dimensions, we iterated through many procedures for effective severity assessment.
Our final, best performing models were able to attain 88.7% accuracy in binary classification and
67.06% accuracy for 5‐class classification. Our final model is still overfitting and we believe that
it is being overwhelmed by too many input weight parameters.
Future Work:
1. Self‐supervised learning & more transfer learning to learn more features on small dataset
2. Instance segmentation on crucial areas as inputs to a CNN
3. GANs for making more images, remedying class imbalance
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Our model takes in an input 3‐dimensional CT scans and outputs patients’ severity on a 1‐5 scale.
The metrics used are discussed in results/methods.
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